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In 131, Ming-Chang Kang considered the following question: 
L.et R be a commutative noetherian one-dimensional ring, connected and 
with finite normalization, and let A := R [X, ,... X,] be the polynomial ring. Is 
every Bnitely generated projective A-module isomorphic to a direct sum of a 
rank one module and a free module? (The condition that R be connected is 
not essential: Once the result is proved for the connected case, it is easily 
generalized to the case where R is a product of several connected rings.) 
If R is a PID, this indeed is “Serre’s conjecture,” and also for R regular, 
i.e., Dedekind, the result follows from Quillen’s localization theorem [4] and 
the decomposition properties of projective modules over Dedekind rings. 
Kang solved the question in the affirmative in almost every case, the only 
exception being the case 4 @G R and the rank of the projective A-module equal 
to 2. His results extended former partial results of Seshadri and Murthy (see 
references in [3]). For A = R [X,], the result follows from Plumstead’s 
solution of the first Eisenbud-Evans conjecture [8]. 
Here we will till in the gap and prove that the question above always has 
the answer “yes” by means of an extension and simplification of Kang’s 
arguments which systematically exploits the theory of seminormal rings due 
to Traverso, Swan and others. By standard arguments, one may suppose R 
reduced and connected. The case of seminormal R will be handled by means 
of Suslin’s results, quoting [S]. To perform a reduction to this latter case, we 
seminormalize R and use glueing (Milnor’s theorem) to prove the result. 
Some questions and remarks conclude the note. 
1. PREPAKATIONS. THE SEMINORMAL CASE 
We fix the following data: 
R is a commutative one-dimensional noetherian ring with finite 
normalization, w.1.o.g. reduced and connected; 
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A = R [X, ,...? X,] is the polynomial ring in n variables; 
P is a finitely generated projective A-module, of (necessarily constant) 
rank m: and 
J := det(P) = r\“’ P, a projective A-module of rank one. 
We want to decompose P in the form 10 A”-. i. By taking determinants. 
we see that there is no choice for I but J. So we have to establish 
pg Q :=J @ /f’?‘-1. 
THEOREM 1. 1s R is selninonnul (see below), therl P E Q; i.e.? the main 
question has an afjrmative answer. 
Proof. We have Pit(R) z Pit(A) by [6]. Thus Q is extended from R. By 
Bass [l, Theorem 10.41. K,(R) = Pit(R) 0 Z 2 Pit(A) @ T =X,(A), so P 
and Q are stably isomorphic because they have the same rank and deter- 
minant. By Suslin [5, Theorem 21, P and Q are in fact isomorphic. 
Remark. In 13 ]> Theorem 1 above is stated likewise for A = R [X, ,..., X,; ~ 
Yi, Y.:‘.~... Y,> Y;‘], the Laurent polynomial ring, This is wrong in general. 
R seminormal does not imply Pit(R) 2 Pic(R[T, T-’ j) (the alpha curve 
provides a counterexample; see, e.g., 4.2 in S. Creco’s article 191). The 
mistake is in the sentence asserting: If I/ is reduced and A either a 
polynomial ring or a Laurent polynomial ring over U, then li* =A* 13, 
p= 68 ]. This of course is only true for A = polynomial ring. 
We find it convenient to collect some facts about seminormality here. Let 
R for the moment be any reduced noetherian ring with finite normalization 
R= Then by Swan [6] and Traverso [7], the following are equivalent. 
ii‘) Pic(R’j z Pic(R[T]) (via the canonical mapj. 
(ii) If C is the conductor of R in R. then RjC is reduced. 
(iii) For any a, b E R with a3 = b’, there is c E R such that a = c’ and 
b= c3~ 
(iv) Any finite birational map f: Spec(Sj + Spec(R) fulfilling (*‘I is 
already an isomorphism, where (*) means for f: f is bijective on points an? 
induces bijections on residue class fields. 
R is called seminormal if it fulfills (i)-(iv). 
We can seminormalize any R: There is a greatest subring S of l? 
containing R such that the canonical map from Spec(S) to Spec(R) fulfills 
(“) (see ]7]). This rin, m S is seminormal, and the assignment R w f has 
certain functorial properties (which we will not have to use). 
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2. PROOF IN THE GENERAL CASE 
The following notations will be kept fixed: The ring R is noetherian one- 
dimensional, reduced and connected; S is the seminormalization of R and C 
the conductor of S in R (i.e., C = (x E R 1 XS c R 1). We use the symbol ! as 
an abbreviation for the string “[X1 ,..., X,],” e.g. R! = R[X, ,..., X,] and so 
on. 
We have Cartesian diagrams 
RcS R! c S! 
I I and I I 
R/C c S/C (R/C)! c (S/C)!, 
for which the theorem of Milnor is applicable. Since S is a tinitely generated 
R-submodule of the total quotient ring of R, C contains a nonzerodivisor, 
and (as R and S are one-dimensional) R/C and S/C are both artinian. As is 
well known, this implies in particular that projectives over (R/C)! or (S/C)! 
are free, provided their rank is constant. 
Now let P be a finitely generated projective R!-module of (constant!) rank 
m, as before. We again set J := det(P). Let us abbreviate S! OR! by a prime, 
and (R/C)! OR! by a bar. By Theorem 1 and the above remark, we have 
P’ 3 .I’ @ (S!y- ’ (since det(P’j z .I’); 
Pg (R/C)!m. 
We fix an isomorphism t: .?- (R/C)! which, in a canonical way, induces a 
map J’ +F -F~’ (S/C)!, and this map in its turn gives us a map 
Is: J’ @ S!-’ -+ (S/C)!m. o is just reduction mod C (i.e., barring), followed 
by some isomorphism. 
By our knowledge of P’ and P, we can (up to isomorphism) write P as the 
following fiber product (call it F,): 
P ----- + r@s!“-’ 
I 
D 
(S/C)! m 
7f 
I w 
/ 
(R/C)! nt c (S/C)! m, 
(Fo) 
where p is some element of GL(m, (S/C)!). 
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Now consider Fid, the same pullback diagram, only with q replaced by the 
identity. By definition of 0, this latter pullback will decompose into two 
parts: first the pullback of the diagram 
J’ 
3 (R/C)! c (S/C)! G J * 
and second. a free R-module of rank m - 1. The first component, namely. 
the above pullback, is easily seen to be just .i, Thus the pullback of E;!, is 
J@ Rif-1, and by construction the pullback of F, is P, In particular these 
two pullbacks have isomorphic determinant, namely. J. By Lemma 4.1 in 
[3], we may conclude that det((o) E U((R/C)!) . US!) (U is the unit functor, 
and we have not written the canonical maps into U((S/Cj!)). 
By the theorem of Milnor, we may change 9 in two ways without affecting 
the isomorphism class of the pullback F,: multiply p from the left with 
anything coming from GL(m, (R/C)!)? and from the rrght with anything 
coming from Aut(J’ @ S!“‘-‘) via 0. We show that we can reach identity- 
from w by several such changes, and this will. conciude the proof, since the 
pullback of Fi, does have the desired form as we have just seen. 
Since WI > 2 (the case m = 1 is trivial). we can, for any II 5 U(S!). find 
some c1 E Aut(J’ @ S!mmm’ ) whose image in GL(m, (S/C)!) has determinant 
U. Similarly, for any z: E U((R/C)!), there is a /I coming from GL(m, (R/C)!) 
having this determinant. These two remarks, together with the fact proved 
above, d&(q) E U((R/C)!) ~ U(S!), allow tis to pass to a new w which is in 
SL(rn, (S/C)!). The issue is now to change this new o to identity by further 
admissible muhiplications. First. we give a simple Lemma: 
i-EMMA 1. Suppose A cB are artirzian rings. a?rd the inciusiorz i irzduces 
bijections on spectra and residue class field5 (equisalentl~~, §pec(i) satkfies 
(*)). Then Ared =Bred. 
Proof. Reducing both rings does not alter the situation. 
rings are products of fields, the conclusion becomes obvious. 
We want to apply this to R/Cc S/C. By definition of S, the map 
Spec(S) --L Spec(R) satisfies (*), and consequently so does the man 
Spec(S/C) + Spec(R/C). Thus (R/C),,, can be identified canonically with 
(S/CLl~ Furthermore, ! and ( )red commute. So let us look at the image ri, of 
w in SL(m, (S/C)!,,,). @ is identified to some @ E SL(m, (R/C)!,,,). It is well 
known that SL(m, p) is surjective whenever p is a ring surjection with 
nilpotent kernel. Thus. 6 is induced by some ojO E SLjnz, (R/C)!). 
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Now consider w := 9;’ . q E SL(m, (S/C)!) (this is our first 
modification). It is clear that y becomes the identity module the nilradical of 
(S/C)!. The following is also known: 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a ring, I CA nilpotent, a E SL(m, A) such that 
Cc E SL(m, A/I) is the identity matrix. Then w E E(m, A), i.e., u is a product 
of elementary matrices. 
Idea of Proof. One can prove this by induction over the degree of 
nilpotency of I, the induction step being essentially the case I’ = 0, which is 
left to the reader. 
By this lemma, we get that v is a product of elementary matrices in 
SL(m, (S/C)!). This almost concludes the proof, for we claim that w is 
already induced from Aut(J’ @ S! m-’ ), and once the claim is established, it 
is obvious how to change w to identity. One has to be a little careful, since 
this last Aut group is not quite a matrix group GL, but one can write every 
element of Aut(J’ @ S!*-I) as an m x m-matrix with entries in End(Y), 
Hom(J’, S!), Hom(S!,J’) or End(S!), respectively. To lift an elementary 
matrix Eij(r), r E (S/C)!, through (T, only lift r to the appropriate Horn 
(depending on i, j), and fill up with zeroes and id at the remaining positions 
off or on the diagonal, respectively. This indeed yields an automorphism of 
J’ @ S!-‘, and consequently we can lift v/. 
So we have reduced v, to id as promised, and are done. 
3. REMARKS AND FURTHER QUESTIONS 
Everything in Section 2 works if we replace polynomial rings throughout 
by mixed Laurent rings of the form R(X, ,..., X,, Y,, Y;‘,..., Y,, Y;‘]. Of 
course, the catch is that one does not have the result in the seminormal case 
to begin with! (The statement [3, 3.21 gives the idea that everything is fine in 
the Laurent case, but it is not; see our comment following Theorem 1.) The 
proof in the seminormal case heavily uses the invariance of Pit, which fails 
in the Laurent case. Apart from some special cases (see [3, Introduction]), 
the case of Laurent polynomials is open. 
It might also be interesting to consider what happens if dim(R) > 1, but 
we do not have much information about that case either. According to 
Lindel, projective R [X, ,..., X,1-modules are extended from R for R regular 
affine over a field, but we do not know what happens when R is just normal. 
Besides, for dim(R) > 1, we cannot expect every projective R-module to 
decompose into rank one plus free, so the best one can hope for would be the 
following conjecture (Murthy): 
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If dim(R) = I’, then every finitely generated projective module over 
R [K, ,I.., Xrz] decomposes into modules of rank < n. 
To conclude, we note that the main result instantly generalizes to A- 
algebras ,4, which are not themselves polynomial algebras over R but only 
retracts of such. For the existence of nontrivial examples of algebras A of 
this kind, see, e.g.. [2]. 
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